
 
Minutes of the Reach Neighbourhood Plan Project Group meeting held on Wednes-
day 11th September 

Attendance: 
Nick Acklam (Chair) Present 
Charlotte Cane Not present 
Penny Greenhill Present 
Jo Riches  Present 
Sarah Phipps-Rhodes Not present 
Catherine Gibson Not present 
Diana Ward  Not present 
Jon Dunnett  Present 

Apologies for absence received and approved.  

1. Minutes from the last meeting all approved as read. All minutes are now on 
the website. 

2. FUNDING 
The application for funding for FY 2019/20 is just about complete. Nick is 
waiting for a ball park figure from Ian Poole for funding the landscape ap-
praisal work which should be included in this submission as the appraisal 
needs to be completed fairly quickly (i.e. in this FY) as it will inform the 
Group's work on choosing (or not) proposed sites outside the development 
envelope for the very modest housing growth we anticipate being required.  
The Group has identified four landscape architects who may be up for the 
work which means that we should be able to run a rather more competitive 
appointment exercise than we were able to achieve for town planning con-
sultancy.  However, completing this exercise and securing a precise figure 
for landscape appraisal for inclusion in the application would significantly 
delay our ability to task Ian (which we need to do) hence the need for a ball 
park figure.  Our funding is capped at £9K for this FY so it is likely that we 
only be able to complete phase 3 of Ian’s proposal by 31 March 2020 al-
though with the landscape appraisal work complete we will  have done a lot 
of the preparation for the draft NP early in FY 2020/21 which Nick hopes 
will ready for circulation and consultation to the village by Reach Fair. 



Nick asked if there was any funding we considered necessary for the project 
as a whole and for any particular work stream. He hopes to receive confirm-
ation that our funding has been approved by the end of September and the 
funds to be in a PC account by mid-October. 

3. WORKSTREAMS  
It was agreed one of the first things we would get Ian to do was to review 
the work we have done to date, pointing out gaps and helping us plan to fill 
those. To assist this process Nick asked if work stream leads could produce a 
short summary (no more than a side of A4) of activity in their area covering 
the following: 
- Background - principally why does this topic matter to the NP?  
- Work undertaken by the work stream to date  
- Feedback from the village so far - principally but not exclusively the white 
board summaries from the launch event. 
- Emerging policy thoughts.  Ian will test us on the evidence underpinning 
these and will provide some steers on how we build sound evidence-based 
policy recommendations in our Plan 
- What work still needs to be done?  What resources are needed to enable 
this work to go ahead?  So in addition to the funding issue this is about look-
ing to bring in some new faces to the project.  A few possibles were identi-
fied and several of us are going to sound people out.  Clearly it will be easi-
er to draw people in if we can quantify the commitment. 
-  Risks and issues.  Nick might have a go at refreshing the overall project 
issues and risks log from earlier this year but please thing about the chal-
lenges to smooth delivery of our work streams. 

4. HOUSING 
Group members present discussed housing in Reach. Nick said it was impor-
tant to allocate land for housing to possibly protect against undesirable de-
velopment – at least make sure it’s strictly limited and in the right place. To 
this end we want the landscape architects to take account of what the vil-
lage wants but bring an independent objective perspective, hopefully by 
early 2020. In reviewing our plan, the local authority will expect us to to 
demonstrate that we have engaged meaningfully with land owners includ-
ing, if the case is there, delivering affordable housing. 

5. THE HYTHE 
On 5 September Nick, Charlotte, Alex de Giorgio-Miller and Steve Boreham 
met with representatives with Anglian Water on the Hythe.  None of the AW 
employees had been involved in earlier discussion to reduce AW’s footprint 
on the Hythe and reacted positively to their proposals albeit without making 
any commitments.The lead, Steve Carlaw, undertook to find out why earlier 
PC plans were stymied and why AW had opposed the designation of the 
Hythe as a Local Green Space during the LP 2018 process. We await his re-
sponse. 



6. GREEN ENERGY 
Jon and Jo reported that the Swaffham Prior scheme was continuing to pro-
gress.  The test borehole had been satisfactory and the scheme was closing 
in on signing up enough SP villagers to make it viable.  There was some pro-
spect of being able to transfer the technical concept (we have water and 
solar electricity in Reach), project approach and the Cambridgeshire CC ex-
pertise to a scheme in Reach. 

Dates of future meetings 
The next meeting (October) would be the first official one with Ian Poole. Nick will 
forward possible dates for the Group to attend. Sarah had confirmed that she 
would no longer be participating in NP work for the time being as she would be fo-
cusing on her imminent new arrival. Nick thanked her for her input to the Group, 
particularly the under-appreciated task of minute taking. 

If you have any enquiries regarding these minutes please contact Nick Acklam, 
Chair of the Project Group, on 01638 743749 or email acklam@reach-village.co.uk 


